
HANGING SHELF (NARROW)

Hanging Shelf (Narrow)

Model: MI HS

Very decorative and useful wall shelves of Chinoiserie design, they come with a carved pagoda top and a
small drawer.

The hardwood frame has a black japanned finish as standard, with gilded and painted Chinoiserie
decorations. Alternatively, they can be painted to your specification: the colours can be to complement

your room's furnishings and also various designs can be hand painted to further enhance the finish. 
Some examples are shown in the gallery to the side of the main picture here.

The Hanging Shelf is a great way to give an added dimension to an otherwise uninteresting wall, and is



especially useful in the bathroom!  It looks especially effective if mounted in front of a mirror.

Dimensions (mm): w 330 d 160 h 920

Model MI HSY : A double width version is available (660mm wide).  Please see the following link: Hanging
Shelf (Wide)

 

Stock: finishing to order

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Hanging Shelf (Narrow)

Model: MI HS

Very decorative and useful wall shelves of Chinoiserie design, they come with a carved pagoda top and a small
drawer.

The hardwood frame has a black japanned finish as standard, with gilded and painted Chinoiserie decorations.
Alternatively, they can be painted to your specification: the colours can be to complement your room's

furnishings and also various designs can be hand painted to further enhance the finish.  Some examples are
shown in the gallery to the side of the main picture here.

The Hanging Shelf is a great way to give an added dimension to an otherwise uninteresting wall, and is
especially useful in the bathroom! It looks especially effective if mounted in front of a mirror.

Dimensions (mm): w 330 d 160 h 920

https://www.classicchair.com/au/products/classic-signature/hanging-shelf-wide/
https://www.classicchair.com/au/products/classic-signature/hanging-shelf-wide/


Model MI HSY : A double width version is available (660mm wide).  Please see the following link: Hanging Shelf
(Wide)

 

Stock: finishing to order

https://www.classicchair.com/au/products/classic-signature/hanging-shelf-wide/
https://www.classicchair.com/au/products/classic-signature/hanging-shelf-wide/

